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In the U.S. as in other countries, there exists the idea that one variety of a language is 
better, or more prestigious than others. This dialect is referred to as the “standard” or 
standardized dialect. It is not an actual dialect anyone speaks but rather a “hypothetical construct 
(Lippi-Green, 2012:55)” based off of prescriptivists ideas of what English “should” look and 
sound like. Many dialects that do not meet this idealized “standard” face language biases, 
whether related to ethnicity, as in African American English, or the geographic region, as in 
Southern American English. These biases either come from the incorrect notion that there is only 
one “correct” form of English, or they are implicit biases toward a group of people which results 
in biases towards their dialects. Some people view Southern dialects of English as less intelligent 
or less “correct” than the standardized form of English. This idea of standardized English and its 
“correctness” is perpetuated by schools and the media (Lippi-Green, 2012: 62). In the university 
setting, a speaker of a different dialect, whether regional or otherwise, faces possible 
repercussions in terms of grades or sense of belonging (Dunstan, 2013). Since the use of 
standardized English is viewed as the norm, the use of any other dialect brings along biases 
associated with this dialect and could harm the student’s success in the world of academia.  
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This project aimed to determine if university instructors are biased against students who 
speak a Southern American English dialect. Specifically, will instructors rate answers to 
questions lower if the answer is spoken in a southern dialect? For the study, instructors at UNC 
were asked to take a survey rating Southern and standard speakers. These speakers were orally 
answering academic questions. The instructors’ responses were analyzed in order to determine if 
the Southern speakers were rated lower. The findings showed that the instructors rated everyone 
very highly and thus a statistically significant difference could not be determined between the 
speakers. These high ratings could have been due to the survey design, the instructors’ low years 
of experience, or the university setting and subsequent diversity training. Despite the lack of 
statistical significance, this study could act as a pilot study for quantitative studies of language 
bias. If the survey is corrected, further research could be conducted to obtain quantitative data 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
Many universities, especially the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC), 
pride themselves on being institutions where diversity is celebrated and widely accepted, and 
discrimination is not tolerated. For many genders, ethnicities, socio-economic backgrounds, and 
other areas, this is true. However, there could be discrimination happening in these universities 
that is often unnoticed and not thought about, which is discrimination against the dialects people 
speak. Dialect discrimination can also be discrimination against someone’s ethnicity, nationality, 
gender identity, race, socioeconomic status and many other factors. Many non-standardized 
dialects face language biases and discrimination, whether related to ethnicity as in African 
American English, or the geographic region as in Southern American English. These biases 
could be based on the assumption that there is only one “correct” form of English, or they could 
be implicit biases toward a group of people which results in biases towards their dialects.  
Some people view southern dialects of English as less intelligent than the more 
standardized form of English. This idea of standardized English is perpetuated by education 
systems and the media (Lippi-Green, 2012). In the university setting, a nonstandard dialect 
speaker could face repercussions in terms of grades, since the use of standardized English is 
viewed as the norm. This project aims to determine if university instructors are biased against 
students who speak a Southern American English dialect. Specifically, will instructors rate 




The motivation for this project came from a recent study by Wolf et al. (2018). This study 
surveyed almost 3,000 students at UNC about language attitudes on campus. In the survey, 
students were asked if they spoke a non-standard dialect of English. If they answered yes to this 
question, they were then asked which dialect. Southern English was the most attested non-
standard dialect from students at UNC that took the survey. Over fifty percent of the nonstandard 
speakers claimed they spoke a southern dialect1. The prevalence of this dialect at UNC was one 
of the motivating factors for choosing to investigate the southern English dialect for this project. 
Another motivation was that most already existing studies on this topic are related to African 
American English (AAE) and information on a different nonstandard dialect could reveal more 
about language biases. 
Wolf et al. (2018) also revealed that sixty-three percent of non-standard English speakers 
experienced criticisms or negative reactions about the way they spoke.2 Some survey takers 
chose to leave written comments in the survey about how they felt about their dialect or reactions 
they had received regarding their dialects. One survey taker said someone once told them “strong 
southern accents make you sound uneducated”, and another survey taker said that someone once 
told them to “speak correctly, you sound dumb”. Thirty-one percent of all speakers even said 
they felt their dialect affected their academic performance. Comments about this from a standard 
American dialect speaker included “I would say I have an above average command of English 
compared to my peers, which is obviously beneficial in essays and presentations”. In other 
 
1 Since this study was a self-reported study of dialect, this number could be even higher due to some survey takers 
either not realizing they have a southern dialect or not wanting to admit they have a southern dialect due to the 
biases associated with the dialect.  
 
2 Seventy-three percent of non-standard speakers said they received positive compliments. However, some of the 




words, the fact that they speak a standardized version of English has helped them achieve higher 
academic success than their peers. Comments from southern dialect speakers about their dialect 
being used in academic settings included “people don’t take what I say seriously”, “instant 
judgement as a country hick”, and “teachers take you less seriously and assume you are less 
intelligent”.   
These judgments and biases in non-standard dialect speakers (in this case, Southern 
speakers) seemed to even cause them to change the way they speak. According to the survey, 
sixty-two percent of speakers of non-standard varieties of American English said they changed 
the way they spoke on purpose, and sixty-three percent of southern dialect speakers said the 
same. Only thirty-nine percent of standard speakers said they tried to change their speech.  
The Wolf et al. (2018) study provided a view of how students perceive reactions of 
others. The current study set out to provide a more objective and quantitative analysis of whether 
instructors are influenced by students’ dialect when grading their oral performance and in what 
manner. Despite finding statistically insignificant results, this pilot study could be used to 
conduct further research on this subject using the suggestions provided in the discussion section. 
It is important to continue researching dialect bias, especially quantitatively, in order to assess 
what role, if any, dialect plays in the classroom. If in future studies there is bias found, better 
teaching materials about dialect diversity for university instructors could be made and these 
instructors could be made aware of such bias, and therefore help them eliminate the issue of bias. 
These materials, in turn, could help nonstandard dialect speakers increase their performance in a 




CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW 
 Before delving into past research studies, a background on key terminology is included 
below. A definition and examples of dialect are provided, along with background information on 
language biases and implicit biases. Also included in the literature review are studies on biases 
against Southern English and characteristics of Southern dialects.  
2.1. What is a Dialect?  
Some non-linguists think of “dialect” as a lesser version of a language, associated with 
the lower class, or an indigenous language with no written form. Even if not thought of as a 
foreign or indigenous language, dialects are often considered as a lesser version of a “normal” 
variety of a language. However, all speakers of any language speak some form of dialect and no 
dialect is superior to any other (Chambers and Trudgill, 1980). For linguists, a dialect has a 
different definition in order to dispel these negative connotations associated with the word. This 
definition as given by Wolfram and Schilling-Estes (1998; 2) is “a neutral label to refer to any 
variety of a language that is shared by a group of people”. They also mention “to speak a 
language is to speak some dialect of that language”.  
A dialect is also sometimes used synonymously with “accent”, or the way in which 
certain speakers pronounce words and phrases. However, a dialect is much more than 
pronunciation. A dialect encompasses phonology, syntax, and morphology. Therefore, a dialect 
is a language variety used by a group of people that varies in some manner from an idealized 
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language “standard” (Chambers and Trudgill, 1980). This variation from the standardized form 
can be due to many different factors. People are most familiar with different regional dialects, 
but there are also different dialects associated with age, gender (or gender identity) and socio-
economic status, along with others (Wolfram, 2004). A dialect should not only be considered a 
system of pronunciation, or accent, but an entire, structured speech variety that is distinct and 
different from others.  
For this study, the dialect in question, the Southern dialect of English was only reflected 
in phonology, or the pronunciation of words. This was due to each different speaker reading the 
same script. Therefore, morphology and syntax were the same for Southern speakers and 
standardized speakers.  
It is worth mentioning that a “Southern Dialect” encompasses a complex web of many 
different dialects (see Wolfram 1974, 2014, 2017). For the current project, a broad sense of 
Southern English is used. Instead of focusing on a particular geographical region of southern 
dialects, the current project includes dialects which possess certain phonological properties 
(discussed further in section 2.3). 
The second dialect in question for this study is the so-called standardized English. This 
dialect is an idealized form of English that involves adherence to grammar “rules” taught in 
school and lack of marked features or pronunciations. Lippi-Green (2012) discusses the fact that 
the pronunciation of standardized English involves “no regional accent(60)”. So, the recordings 
of the standardized English speakers used for this project were of speakers with no marked 
phonological features characteristic of other dialects. Since they were reading scripted answers, 
only the pronunciation aspect and not the grammar aspect was involved.  
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2.2. Language Biases:  
Language biases occur in all situations. These biases are not typically viewed as socially 
incorrect unlike racist or sexist comments. Lippi-Green (1997) wrote,  
“[W]e regularly demand of people that they suppress or deny the most effective way they 
have of situating themselves socially in the world. You may have dark skin, we tell them, 
but you must not sound Black. You can wear a yarmulke if it is important to you as a 
Jew, but lose the accent. Maybe you come from the Ukraine, but can’t you speak real 
English? If you didn’t sound so corn-pone, people would take you seriously. You’re the 
best salesperson we’ve got, but must you sound so gay on the phone? (pp. 63–64)”.  
In other words, language can still be used to discriminate against certain groups of people, but 
not viewed as discriminatory, unlike other practices that overtly discriminate against these same 
groups of people. The U.S. along with many other countries has a standard language ideology. 
This ideology, as Lippi-Green discusses, is the idea that there is only one “correct” way to speak, 
despite the fact that all varieties of English are systematic and grammatical. The “correct” form 
of English is the standardized form that is taught in English classes and used in various 
government contexts. The standard language ideology is perpetuated by schools, the government, 
and the media. Therefore, anyone with access to these three things has the idea that the 
standardized form of English is the only “correct” form and all other dialects are “wrong” or 
worse. When someone hears a dialect of English that is non-standardized, Lippi-Green claims 
that it goes through a person’s “language ideology filters (2012:73)” and is either accepted or 
rejected. Whether a nonstandard dialect is rejected or accepted is based on the hearer. Therefore, 
a person hearing a nonstandard dialect can either view this dialect as acceptable or not acceptable 
based on their ideology of what a “standard” form of English is.  
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Godley and Reaser (2018) mention that these types of language judgments are present in 
English Language Arts teachers. They mention that teaching English in a classroom is different 
than other subjects. Many instructors believe they are experts on the language just because they 
can speak it. However, without studying the language or without knowledge of linguistic 
diversity, instructors could judge the answers of nonstandard dialect speakers erroneously as 
incorrect. Godley and Reaser (2018) even discuss that daily classroom grammar exercises grade 
nonstandard forms of English as errors in sample sentences.  
2.3. Implicit Biases: 
The biases discussed above are purely linguistic biases. Speakers have the idea that there 
is one “correct” way to speak English and that is the standardized form presented in schools and 
the media. When these speakers hear a nonstandard variety, they reject it because it is not the 
standard form (Lippi-Green 2012). There is another type of bias, implicit bias, that can also be 
responsible for bias against language that can arise from bias against a group, or type of people 
(Staats et. al. 2015). An implicit bias is unconscious and can come from many different factors, 
depending on the person. A hearer can have an implicit bias against a certain group of people, for 
example that they are unintelligent, and then the fact that they speak a nonstandard dialect can 
further indicate to the hearer that they are unintelligent. These biases are not mutually exclusive. 
The linguistic bias can be used as a way of justification for the implicit bias. 
2.4. Biases Against Southern Dialects  
The southern dialect of English is one of these dialects with biases and stereotypes 
associated with it. Many of the stereotypes of southern English are negative ones. Lippi-Green 
(2012:217) mentions that “I have a clear memory of my fourth-grade teacher telling the class we 
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should not watch The Beverley Hillbillies because of the ungrammatical and ignorant way of 
speaking”. In other words, the southern dialect of English is associated with unintelligence. This 
bias is either from the fact that the southern dialect is a nonstandard dialect of English, or that the 
hearer has an implicit bias against southerners. This bias is perpetuated by portrayals of southern 
characters in movies and TV shows (e.g. Mater from the Disney movie Cars). These stereotypes 
of southern dialect speakers are especially important in the university setting, where intelligence 
is highly valued, and a dialect associated with unintelligence could harm their success at the 
university. This idea has been previously considered by linguists such as Dunstan (2013) who 
found that Southern English speakers felt their dialect not only influenced their life in the 
classroom but also had a negative effect on their sense of belonging in the world of academia in 
general (further discussed in chapter 3).  
The recordings of students for this project represented various North Carolinian Southern 
dialects due to the location of the university along with other Southern varieties. The students 
used for the survey included three dialects from the southeastern North Carolina area, two from 
the central North Carolina (mostly the triangle area), one Appalachian southern speaker, a 
speaker from Georgia, and a speaker from Texas. Despite being from different geographical 
areas, they all possessed the same phonological features characteristic of Southern English.  
2.5. Characteristics of Southern Speech:  
Erik Thomas (2004) proposed that glide weakening in words containing [aj] and the 
merger of the pin/pen vowels are “more or less stereotypical of southern speech”. In other words, 
these phonological features are the most salient in the speech of southern speakers. These 
phonological features along with the word-final alveolar nasal (throwin’ vs. throwing) were used 
in the Cross et. al (2001) study to distinguish both sets of southern speakers (with the “educated” 
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southern group having less pronounced features). Therefore, these three features were used in the 
present study, in order to claim that the recorded speakers were in fact southern, and in some 
cases to choose which speakers to include in the survey.  
The speakers’ speech is analyzed using Praat to determine if a speaker possesses these 
phonological characteristics. If a speaker has monophthongization, then the vowel in a word like 
“time” will no longer be a diphthong. A diphthong is a “sound that has a change in vowel quality 
during the course of the syllable” (Ladefoged and Disner 2012). Therefore, formants 1 and 2 of 
the vowel will change within the sound as in figure 1 for the word “kinds”:   
 
 
If there is monophthongization, then the formants will remain the same as in figure 2 for the 
word “kinds”: 
Figure 1: Diphthongization of [aj] in the word "kinds" on 
a spectrogram. The recording was obtained from 




  This was visible on the spectrogram as shown. For monophthongization, the F1 and F2 
were measured for each southern speaker to determine the degree of monophthongization for 
each word containing an [aj] vowel. This was done by measuring Formant 1 (F1) and Formant 2 
(F2) at the beginning of the vowel and then comparing those measurements to F1 and F2 near the 
end of the vowel. In order to obtain consistent recordings for beginning and end of vowel, the 
formant tracker in Praat was used. This tracker identifies formants of the vowel by taking the 
resonance frequencies and regular intervals. This tracker appears in Praat as red dots along the 
vowel. These dots were used to obtain a consistent monophthongization measurement for the 
vowels. Each vowel was measured three formant tracker dots from the first glottal pulse and 
three formant tracker dots from the last glottal pulse of the vowel. At these marks, the “get 
formant” features were used to obtain the F1 and F2. The measurements were taken to be sure 
following and preceding sounds such as nasals or liquids would not interfere with the vowel 
measurements. The speakers with the least amount of change between these two points were the 
speakers with the most monophthongization of the [aj] vowel. For a normal [aj] vowel, the F1 is 
going to lower from the beginning to the end of the vowel and the F2 raises. In a vowel that is 
monophthongized, this change will not occur or will be much less. In order for the results to be 
Figure 2: Monophthongization of [aj] in the word "kinds" on a 




replicable, a threshold was created. Any speaker that had an F1 that lowered between 0 and 100 
Hz and an F2 that raised between 0 and 150 Hz was considered to have monophthongization. 
Any speaker that had the F1 lowering and F2 raising at a greater value was said to have 
diphthongization. When choosing between which speakers to include on the survey, the speakers 
with the lowest Hz of change in F1 and F2 were used for southern speakers and the speakers with 
the highest Hz of change in F1 and F2 were used for the standardized speakers.   
Different Southern speakers have different environments for [aj] monophthongization 
depending on which Southern dialect is in question. More Southern dialects have  [aj] 
monophthongization that occurs in open syllables and when followed by voiced obstruents 
(Wolfram and Christian 1976). Therefore, there are more Southern speakers that have [aj] 
monophthongization in words like “time” and “tide” but not in words like “right”. This is true of 
North Carolina southern dialects as well. As mentioned by Wolfram and Reaser 2014:61, “while 
the entire mainland of North Carolina is prone to unglide [aj] when the word is “time” or “side”, 
only speakers from particular parts of the state unglide [aj] in words like “white” or “rice””. For 
example, only speakers from the western mountains or coastal plains would monophthongize [aj] 
in this environment. Therefore, words with the [aj] vowel were only measured if they were in an 
open syllable and followed by a voiced obstruent.  
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If the speaker had a pin/pen merger, or a merger of the [ɪ] and [ɛ] vowels, this was also 
visible on a spectrogram. In words like “bid and “tin” of all speakers, the vowel, [ɪ], has a low 
first formant and a pretty high second formant. However, if the speaker has a merger of the [ɪ] 
and [ɛ] vowels, then words like “bed” and “ten” will have the same formant qualities of a higher 
F1 and a slightly lower F2. In standard speakers, the vowels of “tin” and “ten” are different. 
Figure 3 shows a merger of the vowels [ɪ] and [ɛ] by showing the formants of the word “get” the 
same as the formants of the speakers [ɪ] vowel:   
Figure 3: Merger of the [ɪ] and [ɛ] vowels. The word "get" shown on 
a spectrogram being pronounced by a Southern speaker. The vowel 
in the recording is [ɪ]. 
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Meanwhile, figure 4 shows a speaker with a higher first formant and a lower second 
formant in the word “get” showing that for this speaker, they use the [ɛ] vowel and do not have 
the merger:  
 
The southern speakers chosen for the survey had the merger in all words that would have had an 
[ɛ] for a standardized speaker and the standardized speakers all had the [ɛ] vowel in at least 
seventy-five percent of the words3.  
The word-final alveolar nasal can be perceived in most cases by ear. It can also be seen in 
a spectrogram with the absence of a “velar pinch” at the end of the word. A “velar pinch” is 
when the F2 and F3 come close together on the spectrogram (Ladefoged and Disner, 2012). This 
can normally be seen before a vowel. The formants will be very close together due to the tongue 
contacting the velum and then the formants will separate to produce the vowel. An example of 
the word-final velar nasal with the “velar pinch” is shown in figure 3 for the word “attacking”:  
 
3 Listed here as seventy-five percent instead of 100 because some of the standardized speaker recordings for these 
vowels were hard to measure due to the rate of speech being faster than the southern speakers.  
Figure 4: Standard speaker 8 pronouncing the word "get" with an 




A word-final alveolar nasal can be seen in figure 4, also for the word “attacking” 
 
In recordings where it was unclear whether the word-final nasal was alveolar or velar, the 
spectrogram was analyzed. Southern speakers that were used for the survey had word-final 
alveolar nasals for all words ending in “-ing”.   
 
 
Figure 5: Word-Final Velar nasal for the word "attacking" shown 
on a spectrogram. The recording was obtained by Standard 
Speaker 1 
Figure 6: Word-Final Alveolar Nasal for the word "attacking" 
shown on a spectrogram. The recording was obtained from 
Southern Speaker 1 
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CHAPTER THREE: PAST RESEARCH 
There are different ways to measure bias. One past study (Williams 1970) showed that a 
students’ dialect was a main factor in rating the student. In the study, recordings of fifth and sixth 
grade students discussing their favorite game and television shows were used. The students were 
a mix of African American and Caucasian students. Their specific dialects were not discussed, 
but it was assumed that the Caucasian students spoke a “standard” variety and the African 
American students spoke a non-standard variety. The socioeconomic status of the students varied 
from low class to middle-high class. There were twenty students in the lower-class sample, with 
ten of these being African American and ten Caucasian. Within each group, five were male and 
five were female. Thirty-three primary school teachers from Chicago listened to these recordings 
and were asked to make inferences about their speech from the recordings. Twelve of these 
teachers were African American and the remaining twenty-one were Caucasian.  
The teachers were rating the students using a seven-point semantic differential scale. 
There were sixteen scales that the teachers had to rate the students on, and they included 
questions about the presumed socioeconomic status, their race and whether they sounded 
“standard” or not. Williams found two main dimensions that were used to differentiate the 
students after the teachers rated them were “confidence-eagerness” and “ethnicity-
nonstandardness”. In other words, these dimensions were what the teachers paid attention to the 
most when rating the students. The fact that a consistent factor in teachers’ evaluations of 
student’s speech is “along the lines of …ethnicity-nonstandardness”, means that a marked dialect 
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influences the evaluations of teachers. This project did not specify what type of effect the dialect 
had, but it showed that when rating students, the teachers were most influenced by whether their 
dialect sounded “standard” or not.   
What type of effect this “nonstandardness” has on the evaluation of students is discussed 
in a study by Crowl and MacGinitie (1974). For their study, twelve ninth-grade boys were 
recorded. Six of which were African American and six of which were Caucasian. Each boy was 
asked to read predetermined answers to two questions: “why do we celebrate Thanksgiving?” 
and “what is the difference between a discovery and an invention?” These recordings were then 
randomized and played for a group of sixty-two Caucasian teachers. Thirty-five of whom were 
female and twenty-seven were male. The study was disguised as a project for determining how 
experienced teachers grade oral answers. The teachers were instructed to listen to the answers to 
the questions and grade them “in terms of "how well it really answers the question," using a scale 
where 10 = excellent and 1 = completely wrong”. The answers were graded before-hand by a 
separate group of teachers to evaluate the quality of the answers. Some answers were inherently 
better than others but despite this, the African American students were still rated lower. In Crowl 
and MacGinitie’s words, “inherently inferior answers spoken by white students were [rated 
higher than] inherently superior answers spoken by black students.” Their results show that not 
only does a nonstandard dialect have an effect on evaluations, but the effect is a negative one. 
However, Crowl and MacGinitie did not find defining characteristics between the teachers in 
order to determine if a particular gender, age, or experience made one more susceptible to these 
biases.  
Another study by DeMeis and Turner (1978), based on a thesis by DeMeis (1976), supports 
the idea that nonstandard dialects are rated lower. In their study, DeMeis and Turner were testing 
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the effect of dialect, race and physical attractiveness on teachers. The subjects participating were 
sixty-eight Caucasian, female, elementary school teachers who were asked to listen to recordings 
of students along with a photo and evaluate personality, academic abilities, and performance of 
the students. Seventeen fifth-grade male students were recorded answering the question “What 
happened on your favorite T.V. show the last time you watched it?”. The speakers were then 
classified as African American English (AAE) speakers or Standard speakers. Answers that were 
not relevant or too short were eliminated. After this process, there were six AAE speakers and 
six Standard speakers. The photos associated with the recordings were judged separately by eight 
female undergraduates for physical attractiveness. During the experiment, the teachers received a 
photo of either a Caucasian or African American male with differing physical attractiveness to 
accompany the sound files. The teachers were then asked to rate the students on a scale. The 
scale was described by DeMeis and Turner as having twelve polar adjectives items, eight of 
which measured personality and four measured quality of response, along with a question about 
the speaker’s future academic abilities, and three questions about the speaker’s current academic 
abilities. DeMeis and Turner do not give specific examples of the scale or the questions asked in 
their paper, but the thesis by DeMeis, from which the study is based does give the examples of 
the scales used and questions asked. The four questions about the quality of response are listed 
here (1976: 158):  
1. The child’s response answered the question well …… poorly  
2. The child’s response to the question was organized …… unorganized  
3. The child rarely used …… always used proper grammatical structures in his response  
4. The child’s pronunciation was distinct …… garbled 
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For the current project, the rating scale was similar to DeMeis’s scale but different language 
was used (as can be seen in section 10) to better fit the university setting and to better disguise 
the purpose of the study. DeMeis also asked two questions about the child’s academic success 




success is:  
2 yrs. High 
school  






Master’s Ph.D.  
 
Assign the child to the appropriate class level in:  
Math:  Remedial  Below Avg. Average Above Avg. Far Above 
Avg. 




Remedial Below Avg. Average Above Avg. Far Above 
Avg. 
 
The results of the study showed that for all four variables studied (personality, quality of 
response, current academic ability, and future academic ability), standard speakers received 
significantly higher ratings than AAE speakers. In terms of race and dialect, the rank order of the 
students was Standard speaker, Caucasian photo > Standard speaker, African American photo > 
AAE speaker, Caucasian photo > AAE speaker, African American photo. Therefore, it was not 
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only true that Caucasian students were rated higher than African American speakers but that 
speakers of AAE were rated significantly lower than Standard dialect speakers.  
As can be seen above, most studies done on teacher evaluations of student language have 
been on the topic on AAE. However, there are other nonstandard dialects that are erroneously 
viewed as unintelligent. As mentioned above, one of these is Southern American English. The 
following study examines the evaluations of teachers for AAE and Southern English speakers.  
Cross et. al. (2001) found negative evaluations for speakers of AAE and negative evaluations for 
speakers of southern dialects. In this study, pre-service teachers were asked to rate speakers of 
different dialects in order to determine if race, dialect, age and income on the speaker had an 
effect on the ratings. Five males of similar ages and intelligence were recorded reading a neutral 
passage. Each reader had a different dialect, either “educated'' white Southern, “uneducated'' 
white southern, “educated'' black, “uneducated'' Black, or Standard. The different dialects were 
chosen based on grammatical and phonological features. For example, the “uneducated” white 
southern speakers possessed more pronounced phonological features that are typical of southern 
dialects. These included [aj] monophthongization, word-final alveolar nasal and pin/pen merger. 
In the Cross et al. (2001) study, one hundred and eleven undergraduate students in the 
school of education were chosen to be the raters. Fifty-nine percent of the subjects were 
Caucasian and sixty-eight percent were female. Each speaker was rated using a four-part Likert 
scale (strongly agree, agree, disagree, strongly disagree). The speakers were rated on the 
following qualities: intelligence, education, consideration, friendliness, honesty, trustworthiness, 
ambition, and social status.  
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The results indicated that in terms of intelligence and education, the “uneducated” white 
southern was rated significantly lower than all other speakers. For the same category, the 
standard and the “educated” white southern were rated significantly higher than both black 
speakers. In terms of consideration, friendliness and trustworthiness, the “educated” white 
southern was rated significantly higher than both black speakers and the “uneducated” white 
speakers. In terms of ambition and social status, the “uneducated” white southern was rated 
significantly lower than all other speakers and the “educated” white southern speaker was rated 
significantly higher than the “educated” black speaker. The results of the standard speaker was 
not mentioned for the categories of consideration, friendliness, trustworthiness, ambition and 
social status.  
In the academic world especially, these biases are important to a students’ success. 
Taylor (1973) in his survey on language attitudes of teachers towards AAE found that “the most 
negative attitudes were expressed towards the category dealing with the structure of nonstandard 
dialects while the most positive attitudes were expressed in the area of the consequences of using 
dialects in school (199)”. In other words, teachers’ attitudes about using nonstandard dialects in 
school are negative ones and they believe that using these dialects should not be allowed. 
Another study by Godley, Carpenter, and Werner (2007) discusses a tenth-grade English teacher 
correcting African American students’ English in class if they did not use standardized English. 
This teacher also reprimanded the students when they spoke AAE, even to their friends. These 
negative attitudes towards using nonstandard dialects could affect students’ grades. John Malouff 
(2008) states that there are several different biases when it comes to grading and that one of these 
is “because a student…looks, speaks, or acts intelligent”. If a students’ dialect is perceived as 
less intelligent, then this bias against their language could affect their grades.  
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There are aspects of a student’s life that dialect can affect besides grades. Stephany 
Dunstan (2013) performed a qualitative study on the Appalachian dialects of North Carolina for 
her dissertation. She found that students possessing this non-standard dialect perceived 
themselves at a disadvantage in three major categories: academic experiences, sense of 
belonging and perceptions of campus environment, and in interactions with others on campus. 
  The Appalachian dialect is a type of Southern dialect. It gets its name from the 
Appalachian Mountains that run from Alabama to Maine. Dunstan mentions that there is no one 
Appalachian dialect, but for her project she used speakers that all possessed phonological 
characteristics that were stereotypical of all Appalachian dialects. These included [aj] 
monophthongization in words such as “white” and “rice”, diphthongization of certain 
monophthongs (so that words like “bad” are pronounced like “bayud”) and word-final [ow] 
changing to syllabic [ɹ] (so that words like “hollow” are pronounced like “holler”).  
 Dunstan conducted twenty-six qualitative interviews with Appalachian speakers. Her 
study participants indicated that their non-standard dialect made it difficult to participate in 
classroom discussions due to fear of their dialect being viewed as unintelligent. It also negatively 
influenced what Dunstan refers to as their academic identity or how comfortable they felt in an 
academic setting. The participants mentioned that they felt they needed to standardize their non-
standard dialect in order to “fit-in” to the academic community. This included being comfortable 
on campus as well, noting that the standard language ideology was present even outside the 
classroom. Some of her participants even mentioned it was an advantage to sound more “proper” 
on campus and her participants that had less pronounced phonological features were proud of 
this. Additionally, the participants that had more pronounced phonological features stated that 
they are more likely to develop friendships and closer relationships with people that have an 
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Appalachian dialect. The participants that had a more standardized dialect, preferred to develop 
friendships with more standardized speakers because they viewed this as making themselves 
appear more intelligent.  
 The above studies show that having a southern dialect can hinder the academic success of 
students in terms of grades and other aspects of academic life. Most of these are the classic 
studies on this topic, and most were from decades ago and on elementary-age children. The more 
recent studies on this topic are more instructional studies on how to overcome these biases in 
teaching. The present study aimed to add more recent developments to the topic and examined an 
older group of students at the university level. The original intent of this study was to provide a 
more objective measure of bias in instructors, rather than a narrative account or a perception 
study of bias. The current project aimed to determine if there were inherent biases in university 





CHAPTER FOUR: METHODS 
 
4.1 Stimuli  
Speakers of standardized and Southern English were recorded answering academic 
questions. The answers to the questions were provided to the speakers to read. The answers (in 
appendix) include a range of topics including history, biology, and literature. The North Carolina 
high school curricula were utilized in order to choose questions that were reasonably general, 
and easily answered4. There were eight “good” answers to these questions. These good answers 
are easily understood and accurately answer the question. There were then eight “bad” answers, 
which fail to accurately answer the question. More specifically, each bad answer violates at least 
one criterion of the rubric (seen below).  
The reason for both good and bad answers was to make the experiment more 
representative of a classroom environment – not all students will have perfect answers to all 
questions and to eliminate the possibility of the survey takers rating all questions too high5. The 
survey responses to the pre-written answers provided a comparison between standard English 
and southern English speakers without regard for answer quality. In other words, the answers 
were the same so the only difference in ratings would be due to the speaker.  
 
4 I would like to thank Simon Wolf, who created the questions and answers for this project.  
 




Recordings of students answering the questions were put into a survey for the instructors to take. 
There were eight different recordings of Southern English speakers used for the survey. The 
Southern speakers recorded all answers in the sound-proof phonetics booth at the University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill. The answers were recorded using praat and an Audio Technica 
USB Microphone, model ATR 2500-USB and later analyzed using Praat. Initially, twelve 
southern speakers were recorded and out of those, the eight speakers with the most pronounced 
phonological features of a southern dialect were included in the survey.   
There were also eight standardized dialect speakers used in the survey. These speakers 
also recorded all answers in the sound-proof phonetics booth at the University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill. The answers were recorded and analyzed using Praat for the standard speakers as 
well. There were initially twelve standard speakers and the eight with the best recording quality 
were included in the survey. 
As mentioned previously, the eight Southern speakers in the survey included North 
Carolina, Georgia, and Texas dialects. The eight standardized speakers used in the survey 
included five speakers from the triangle area in North Carolina (Chapel Hill, Raleigh, Durham). 
The remaining three speakers that were not from the triangle area were from Charlotte. There 
were five female Southern speakers and three male Southern speakers. There were also five 






CHAPTER FIVE: EXPERIMENT  
The survey6 was created with the online Qualtrics survey creator available through the 
university. The survey was distributed online, and the instructors completed it on their own time. 
Faculty and instructors were recruited by emailing departmental group emails. The faculty that 
completed the survey received twenty dollars in compensation7. The experiment was under the 
guise that they were rating the academic proficiency of first-year students at UNC. Their exact 
instructions were:  
You will now hear recordings of 18 incoming first-year students answering general 
knowledge questions about high school curricular material, study tips, and UNC’s 
campus. These students had 5 minutes to prepare answers to prompts based on their prior 
knowledge and were then recorded reading their answer. Please grade their answer 
according to the accompanying rubric as if they were students in one of your own 
courses. Be sure to listen to the complete recording before making any evaluations on the 
rubric. Your answers to this survey will be completely anonymous.  
The first two answers the instructors heard were “practice” answers. These were to 
acclimate the survey-takers to the design of the survey and get them used to the criteria for 
 
6 IRB approval number #18-0882 
 
7 Due to UNC finance department regulations, this compensation was in the form of a $20 gift rather than 
monetary compensation.  
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grading. After the survey-takers graded the “practice” answers, they heard 16 answers that were 
either good or bad. The instructors heard some of these answers spoken by Southern speakers 
and some answers spoken by standardized speakers. Which speaker-answer combination a 
participant heard was based on the instructors’ group. Instructors were grouped into sixteen 
separate groups. Within the groups, the answers were randomized so that each survey taker heard 
the answers in a different order. The order of the answers within each group was counterbalanced 
as depicted in Table 1. The counterbalancing was so that each speaker was only heard once by 
each instructor. In table 1, the type of answer is labeled on the left rows of the figure (either 
“practice”, good, or bad). The different groups (A-P) are labeled on the top column in the figure. 
The different abbreviations in each cell represent different speakers (e.g. Std 1 is standard 
English speaker 1, while SE 1 is southern English speaker 1). The instructors heard each answer 
given by only one speaker. Depending on what group they were in, they heard different dialects 
speaking different answers (either good or bad). For example, an instructor in group A heard 
good answer number 1 spoken by standard speaker number one. But, an instructor in group M 






A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P 
 
Prac 
Prac1 Std0 Std0 Std0 Std0 Std0 Std0 Std0 Std0 Std0 Std0 Std0 Std0 Std0 Std0 Std0 Std0 
Prac2 Std.5 Std.5 Std.5 Std.5 Std.5 Std.5 Std.5 Std.5 Std.5 Std.5 Std.5 Std.5 Std.5 Std.5 Std.5 Std.5 
Good Ans1 Std1 Std2 Std3 Std4 SE 1 SE 2 SE 3 SE 4 Std 5 Std 6 Std 7 Std 8 SE 5 SE 6 SE 7 SE 8 
Ans2 Std2 Std3 Std4 SE 1 SE 2 SE 3 SE 4 Std 5 Std 6 Std 7 Std 8 SE 5 SE 6 SE 7 SE 8 Std 1 
Ans3 Std3 Std4 SE 1 SE 2 SE 3 SE 4 Std5 Std 6 Std 7 Std 8 SE 5 SE 6  SE 7 SE 8 Std 1 Std 2 
Ans4 Std4 SE 1 SE 2 SE 3 SE 4 Std 5 Std6 Std 7 Std 8  SE 5 SE 6 SE 7 SE 8 Std 1  Std 2 Std 3 
Ans5 SE 1 SE 2 SE 3 SE 4 Std5 Std 6 Std7 Std 8 SE 5 SE 6 SE 7 SE 8 Std 1 Std 2 Std 3 Std 4 
Ans6 SE 2 SE 3 SE 4 Std5 Std6 Std 7 Std8 SE 5 SE 6 SE 7 SE 8 Std 1 Std 2 Std 3 Std 4 SE 1 
Ans7 SE 3 SE 4 Std5 Std6 Std7 Std 8 SE 5 SE 6 SE 7 SE 8 Std 1 Std 2  Std 3 Std 4 SE 1 SE 2 
Ans8 SE 4 Std5 Std6 Std7 Std8 SE 5 SE 6 SE 7 SE 8 Std 1 Std 2 Std 3 Std 4 SE 1 SE 2 SE 3 
Bad Ans1 Std5 Std6 Std7 Std8 SE 5 SE 6 SE 7 SE 8 Std 1 Std 2 Std 3 Std 4 SE 1 SE 2 SE 3 SE 4 
Ans2 Std6 Std7 Std8 SE 5 SE 6 SE 7 SE 8 Std 1 Std 2 Std 3 Std 4 SE 1 SE 2 SE 3 SE 4 Std 5 
Ans3 Std7 Std8 SE 5 SE 6 SE 7 SE 8 Std 1 Std 2 Std 3 Std 4 SE 1 SE 2 SE 3 SE 4 Std 5 Std 6 
Ans4 Std8 SE 5 SE 6 SE 7 SE 8 Std 1 Std 2 Std 3 Std 4 SE 1 SE 2 SE 3 SE 4 Std 5 Std 6 Std 7 
Ans5 SE 5 SE 6 SE 7  SE 8  Std 1  Std 2 Std 3 Std 4 SE 1 SE 2 SE 3 SE 4 Std 5 Std 6 Std 7 Std 8 
Ans6 SE 6 SE 7 SE 8  Std 1  Std 2 Std 3 Std 4 SE 1 SE 2 SE 3 SE 4 Std 5 Std 6 Std 7 Std 8 SE 5 
Ans7 SE 7 SE 8 Std 1 Std 2 Std 3 Std 4 SE 1 SE 2 SE 3 SE 4 Std 5 Std 6 Std 7 Std 8 SE 5 SE 6 
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Table 1: A description of the way in which the answers were counterbalanced for each group of instructors.  
The instructors were asked to rate the answers they heard based on their clarity, 
comprehensibility, flow of logic and professionalism. These criteria are similar to the criteria 
used by DeMeis (1976) in her questions about the responses of the children she studied. The 
instructors were given information on what each of these criteria meant. The instructors were 
also asked to give an overall impression of the speaker (excellent, good, fair, poor) and a guess 
as to how likely the student is to succeed in college. The ratings for the criteria were on a 5-point 
Likert scale and the impression/success questions had four different answer choices to choose. 
For example, the survey looked like figure 7:  




 After data collection, the results were extracted from Qualtrics using a SAS 
program8. Another SAS program was then used to get the averages of the answers for all survey 
takers. The variables of good and bad answer, southern and standard speaker were analyzed. In 
other words, the answers were analyzed to determine if the good answers were rated higher than 
the bad answers and if the standard speakers were rated higher than the southern speakers.  
More specifically, a logistic regression model was used to perform the statistical analysis. 
This model included random effects for speaker and survey respondent. The fixed effects were 
the speaker dialect, good or bad answers, and a rating on a five point scale for the following 
criteria: comprehensibility, flow of logic, professionalism, relevance, overall impression, or how 
likely the student is to succeed.  
 
 
8 The SAS programs and statistical analyses were developed and conducted by Chris Wiessen, a Statistics 
Consultant at the Odum Institute at UNC.  
Figure 7: A screenshot of the survey as the instructors saw it 
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CHAPTER SIX: HYPOTHESES 
In the past research, it was found that speakers of nonstandard dialects were rated lower 
than speakers of Standard English. For this project, I expected the ratings of southern speakers to 
be different than those of standard speakers. More specifically, I expected the following:  
For the comprehensibility criteria, I hypothesized that the southern speakers would be 
rated lower. Due to the bias that southern dialects are less intelligent and not “correct” English, it 
seems that an instructor with this bias would perceive the southern speakers as less 
comprehensible.  
For the professionalism and overall impression of the speaker criteria, I hypothesized that 
the southern speakers will be rated lower. Since southern English is seen as a less “correct” 
version of English, then instructors might perceive the use of this dialect in academics as 
unprofessional.  
For the criterion of flow of logic, clarity, and how likely the student is to succeed in 
college, I hypothesized that the southern speakers will also be rated lower. Despite the fact that 
these criteria are mainly concerned with the actual answer quality and not the speaker, if an 
instructor has a bias against the speakers’ dialect, it can affect their rating of the answer as a 
whole. These two criteria will be especially revealing of bias. If the speakers of southern dialects 
are rated lower for these criteria, then the problem with the answer is not about the actual 
answer, but rather the speaker. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
7.1 Instructor Information  
A total of fifty-nine instructors took the survey. At the end of the survey, the instructors 
were asked several demographic questions. These questions revealed if the instructors were 
faculty or graduate students, how many years of teaching experience they had, what subject they 
taught and what their dialect was. The following is the make-up of the instructors:  
Of these instructors, three were full-time faculty members, six were part-time faculty 
members and the rest were graduate student teaching assistants or instructors of record. The full-
time faculty members had a significant number of years of experience (12+ years) while the part-
time faculty had fewer years of experience (8+) and the graduate students all had five semesters 
or less of teaching experience.  
The subjects of the instructors varied widely. There was at least one representative for 
Political Science, History, Chemistry, Psychology, Economics, Music, Public Health, Sociology, 
American Studies, Journalism, Global Studies, Lifetime Fitness, Public Policy and Statistics. 
There were four or more representatives of English, Biomedical Engineering, Anthropology, and 
Biology. There was only one subject that had more than five representatives and that was 
computer science with eleven.  
For the dialect demographic information, the instructors were given answer choices to 
choose from: Southern, Standard, Northern, Midwestern, and Non-Native. Four instructors 
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claimed to have a Northern Dialect, eight claimed to have a Midwestern Dialect, five claimed to 
have a Southern Dialect, three claimed to have a non-native dialect, and the remaining thirty-
three claimed to have a Standard dialect.  
7.2 Results of Survey  
An ordinal logistic regression model was used to analyze the mixed effects of speaker 
dialect, item type (good or bad answer), the interaction between those two and the criteria for the 
rating. The random effects for the model were speaker and survey respondent. It was found that 
all the answers were rated very high and there were no statistically significant effects among the 
above-mentioned factors (P values in Appendix). Table 2 shows the difference in model-
predicted averages for the variables of good vs. bad answers and southern vs. standard speakers 
for the different criteria. The first two rows are the results for the criteria of comprehensibility, 
flow of logic, relevance, and professionalism (on a 5-point Likert scale). The next two rows are 
the results for the criteria of overall impression of the speaker (on a 4-point scale). The last two 
rows are the results for the criteria of how likely the student was to succeed in college (on a 4-
point scale): 
 
Model-Predicted Averages  
 Variable Difference in 
averages between 
variables  
StdErr T Value P value  
Criteria of 
Comprehensibility, 
Good vs. Bad .08 .1 .82 .414 
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.09 .1 .98 .327 
Overall Impression  Good vs. Bad .01 .06 .1 .922 
Southern vs. 
Standard 
.02 .07 .3 .763 
How Likely the 
Student is to 
Succeed  
Good vs. Bad  .04 .05 .78 .433 
Southern vs. 
Standard  
-0.05 .07 -.73 .466 
Table 2: Difference between group averages predicted by the regression model and associated statistics. 
The full statistical model for these results can be found in the appendix. Figures 8-13 are violin 
plots showing the distribution of ratings. The mean on the graphs show the average ratings of 
each criterion. The violin plots 8 and 9 show the spread of ratings for the criterion of 
comprehensibility, flow of logic, relevance, and professionalism. Figure 8 shows the distribution 
for good vs. bad answers while figure 9 shows the distribution for Southern and Standard 
speakers. The answer choices were converted to numerical values for the analysis so that 1 
represents strongly agree, 2 represents agree, etc. For the good vs. bad answers, on average, the 
raters rated them about the same with a mean of 1.815. For the southern vs. standard, the same 
was true. The ratings only differed by .03:  






  Violin Plot of Ratings Distribution with Averages of Ratings 
   
 
 
Violin Plot of Ratings Distribution with Averages of Ratings 
 
 
Figure 9: Distribution of ratings for southern vs. standard speakers for the categories 
of comprehensibility, flow of logic, professionalism and relevance. 
Figure 8: Distribution of ratings for good vs. bad answers for the categories of 
comprehensibility, flow of logic, professionalism, and relevance 
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Figures 10 and 11 show the spread of ratings and the average ratings for the category of 
overall impression of the answer. Figure 10 shows the distribution and averages for good vs. bad 
answers while figure 11 shows the distribution and averages for Southern vs. Standard. The 
answer choices for this question were excellent, good, fair, and poor. These choices were also 
converted to numerical values for analysis with 4 being excellent, 3 being good, etc. The average 
ratings for this category were also close for these variables. The good and bad answers only 
differed by .01 and the southern and standard speakers only by .02.  






Figure 10:  Distribution of ratings for good vs. bad answers for the category of overall 
impression of the speaker 
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   Violin Plot of Ratings Distribution with Averages of Ratings 
 
Figures 12 and 13 show the distribution and the average ratings for the category of how 
likely the student is to succeed in college. These answer choices were very likely, likely, 
somewhat likely, and not likely. The choices were converted to numerical values with 1 being 
very likely, 2 being likely, etc. The good and bad answers only differed by .04 and the southern 
and standard speakers only differed by .05. Again, the most positive rating, in this case 1 for very 
likely was chosen more often than other answer choices. From the figures, it is evident that there 
was no significant difference between the ratings: 
 
 
Figure 11: Distribution of ratings for Southern vs. Standard speakers for the 
category of Overall Impression of the Speaker 
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  Violin Plot of Ratings Distribution with Averages of Ratings 
Figure 12: Distribution of ratings for good vs. bad answers for the category of 
how likely the student is to succeed in college 
Figure 13: Distribution of ratings for Southern vs. Standard speakers for the 
category of how likely the student is to succeed in college 
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A follow-up analysis was completed to examine the effect of rater dialect on the results. 
In other words, did the raters that self-identified as southern rate the southern speakers higher? A 
logistic regression model was also used for this analysis with an added fixed variable of listener 
dialect. The listener dialect was determined from the demographic information at the end of the 
survey. On average, the Southern Listeners rated Southern speakers 1.3 (so very close to strongly 
agree) for the criteria of comprehensibility, flow of logic, relevance, and professionalism and 
standard speakers 1.56 so they rated the southern speakers slightly higher but this difference was 
not significantly significant (P values in Appendix). They rated the Southern speakers 3.12 (so 
very close to excellent) for the criteria of overall impression of the speaker and the standard 
speakers 3. Therefore, they rated the Southern speakers slightly higher, but this difference was 
also not statistically significant. For the criteria of how likely the student was to succeed in 
college, the Southern Listeners on average rated the Southern speakers 1.67 and the standard 
speakers 1.79. Again, this shows the Southern speakers were rated slightly higher by the 
Southern listeners, but there was no statistically significant difference. It is also worth 
mentioning that there were only 5 self-identified Southern survey takers out of 59 survey takers, 
so it’s possible that there were not enough Southern raters to reach significance.   
A second follow-up analysis involved obtaining the proportions of the ratings to 
determine if bias could be detected within the lower ratings on the scale. A logistic regression 
model was once again used with random effects for speaker and survey respondent and fixed 
effects of speaker dialect, good or bad answers, and a rating on a five point scale for the 
following criteria: comprehensibility, flow of logic, professionalism, relevance, overall 
impression, or how likely the student is to succeed. This analysis separated each rating and 
compared them to the remaining ratings. For example, what percentage of raters chose rating 1 
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vs. all other ratings for Southern speakers? Table 3 shows the proportions of ratings for 
comprehensibility, flow of logic, professionalism, relevance9:  
Percentages of Ratings  
Speaker Dialect Rating 1 vs. 2, 3, 4 Ratings 1 and 2 vs. 3 and 
4 
Ratings 1, 2, 3 vs. 4 
Southern  60%  86% 97% 
Standard 67% 90% 98% 
Table 3: Proportions of ratings from Survey takers for Southern vs. Standard speakers for the categories of 
comprehensibility, flow of logic, professionalism, and relevance.  
 
There was a slightly higher percentage of higher ratings for the standard speakers than the 
southern speakers across each of the ratings. However, this difference was not statistically 
significant (P values in Appendix). It is also interesting to note that raters were hesitant to even 
give out ratings of 4 as seen in the last column of table 3.  
The same ordinal logistic regression model was used to obtain the proportions for the 
other two criteria as well. Table 4 shows the percentages of ratings for how likely the student is 
to succeed. This data shows the southern speakers being rated slightly higher than the standard 
speakers but not by much, and not statistically significant (P values in Appendix). Again, raters 
were hesitant to give out low ratings as shown in the last column. 
Percentages of Ratings  
Speaker Dialect  Rating 1 vs. 2, 3, 4 Rating 1 and 2 vs. 3 and 4 Rating 1, 2, 3 vs. 4 
Southern  43% 84% 97% 
Standard  41% 81% 97% 
 




Table 4: Proportions of ratings from Survey takers for Southern vs. Standard speakers for the category of how likely 
the student is to succeed.  
 
Table 5 shows the proportions of ratings for overall impression of the speaker10. These 
proportions were very similar to each other, showing the raters choosing the positive ratings 
more than the negative ones. Again, there was no statistical significance (P values in Appendix).  
Percentages of Ratings  
Speaker Dialect  Rating 4 vs. 3, 2, 1 Rating 4 and 3 vs. 2 and 1 Rating 4, 3, 2 vs. 1 
Southern  40% 74% 91% 
Standard  38% 74% 91% 
Table 5: Proportions of ratings from Survey takers for Southern vs. Standard speakers for the category of overall 
impression of the speaker.  
Overall, there seemed to be no statistically significant difference between the good and 
bad answers, the ratings of southern and standard speakers, or the interaction between the two. 
Even examining the proportions of ratings and the effect of Southern raters showed that the 
ratings were still too high and statistically insignificant to glean implications from the results. 
 
7.3 Discussion of Results 
This thesis set out to determine if there was instructor bias towards southern dialects of 
English. Even though the results showed no statistical significance, this does not mean that there 
is no bias. The fact that the results were not significant means that there needs to be some 
adjustment to the methods and further research on this subject should be conducted. Some of the 
 
10 Since this category was converted to numerical values where 4 was the positive rating (excellent overall 
impression), the table has different proportion labels than the other two.  
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limitations of this project were in the methodology of the survey, and others involved the 
environment of the instructors. These limitations and ideas for further research on this subject are 
discussed below.  
The survey design could have been the leading cause of the statistically significant 
results. If this study were to be repeated, the survey methodology would need to be changed. The 
main issue found from the results is that the bad answers and good answers were rated pretty 
much the same. To correct this, future studies would need to pretest the answers to make sure 
that they were graded significantly as good and bad answers. This would ensure that not all 
answers would be rated as high as they were for this study. Dillman (1991) states problems with 
the questionnaire, or measurement errors, are some of the most common error types in surveys. 
Several survey methodology authors mention that pretesting answers is a way to reduce 
measurement errors. For this study, the answers were not pretested due to time constraints and 
IRB delays.  
The survey questions would also benefit from all being general knowledge based or one 
content matter based. Since the survey takers were varied from different subject backgrounds, 
they all had different content knowledge. Since the questions were mainly literature, history, and 
science, if the survey takers were not familiar with this content, they could have assumed the 
answer was good and rated them high. An article discusses this issue in training teachers 
mentioning that “training teachers…cannot succeed if the teachers do not adequately understand 
the content”. If training is difficult when the teachers do not understand the content, grading for 
these teachers must difficult as well. This could have led to the high rated answers in this survey 
by the survey takers, unaware of the content knowledge, assumed the answer was good and 
graded the answer well. There are two solutions to this problem for further studies. The first, and 
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what we initially tried to do was to only recruit instructors from one discipline, for example, 
humanities. However, as discovered during this project, it is difficult to get a large enough 
sample of participants when limiting it to one discipline. Another solution would be to change 
the question guise entirely. The guise could be that the university is reevaluating admissions 
questions used to admit students into UNC and the instructors should grade the following 
questions in order to help11. The questions could then be similar to admissions questions such as 
“how do you manage your time?” or “why do you want to come to Carolina?”. These questions 
would be able to be graded by instructors with any content background. This would also give the 
instructors more of an incentive to take the survey and grade more reliably. They would feel as if 
they were contributing more than the guise that was used for this project.  
The problem could have even arisen from the survey instructions instead of the questions 
themselves. At the beginning of the survey the instructors were told that the answers were being 
read by incoming first-year students. This presupposes that the students had been admitted into 
Carolina and could have acted as a leading instruction. Being a prestigious university that is 
notoriously difficult to get admitted into, this could have led the instructor to believe that all of 
their answers would be good. This, in turn, could have led to the extremely high ratings for all of 
the answers. Tourangeau et. al (2000) mentions that presuppositions such as this could act as 
leading in survey takers and influence their answer choices. In some cases, leading questions can 
even alter survey-takers memories. Therefore, for other studies, the instructions should be more 
carefully analyzed for any unwanted presuppositions. The above-mentioned new guise of telling 
the instructors they are helping change the way students are admitted, would be a way to avoid 
 
11 I would like to thank Mara Howard-Williams for her suggestion for this new survey guise for future research.  
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this presupposition so that the instructors would not think the students were already admitted and 
could prevent them from rating every student as highly.  
Yet another factor could have been the years of experience of the survey takers. As 
mentioned previously, most of the survey takers were graduate students with less than five years 
of teaching experience. An article by Moore and Trahan (1998) showed that teachers that were 
not tenured or that had a “lower status” such as graduate students, gave out significantly higher 
grades that tenured teachers. This could explain the high rankings in the survey since most of the 
survey-takers were graduate student teachers.  
The university in which the survey was conducted could have led to the statistically 
insignificant results as well. At this university, there had been a dialect diversity initiative two 
years previously. This was connected to the Wolf et. al survey (2019) discussed previously. The 
initiative included several panels on dialect diversity hosted at the school and several other 
informative resources available to students and teachers at the university and the importance of 
valuing different dialects. This initiative could have reached some of the instructors and 
influenced their survey answers by rating everyone highly, even the Southern dialect speakers. In 
future research, one might get different results from the same study where this initiative had not 
occurred recently. If a study like this was conducted at a university that did not have dialect 
training prior to the study and statistically significant bias was found, it would be interesting to 
then provide that university with dialect diversity training and re-distribute the survey to make 
sure that the training alleviated the bias.  
Another detail about the university that could have affected the results is that whether the 
instructors at UNC were southern or not, UNC is a southern university and many students have 
different Southern dialects. Therefore, these instructors could have been accustomed to hearing 
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these Southern accents and rated everyone higher, even the Southern speakers. If this study was 
conducted at a university where Southern dialects were not the norm, different results could have 





CHAPTER EIGHT: CONCLUSION   
Overall, the hypotheses tested were not supported by the findings. The factors of interest 
(dialect in particular) did not significantly affect the ratings. However, this does not mean there 
is no bias present, all questions were rated too high to show any significant differences between 
variables. Further research will need to be conducted on this subject matter. For these future 
studies, it would be beneficial to change the survey instructions and how the survey is designed. 
This was a beneficial pilot study to reflect the potential problems in a survey of this type. The 







1. What is the general election process for the state of North Carolina? (Good)  
Registered voters in North Carolina have the opportunity to vote in two elections over the course 
of the year: the primary elections occur in the spring and decide who will continue to the general 
election in November. There may be some positions at the state and local level up for election 
every year, but national elections occur less often. 
2. Who is Hinton James? (Bad)  
Hinton James was the first student at UNC. He was from somewhere in eastern North Carolina. 
He walked all the way to UNC in 1795. It’s said that his feet were so sore, he had to stay in bed 
for a few days before classes started. He graduated with the first group of people and was a civil 
engineering student. Today, there is a dorm named after him because it is the farthest dorm from 
campus so students have to walk, like, a really long way.  
 
Good Answers:  
1. Define photosynthesis. 
Photosynthesis is the process that plants and some other organisms use to take the energy of light 
along with carbon dioxide and water and use it to make simple sugar called glucose. In the 




2. Summarize the plot of To Kill a Mockingbird. 
The story of To Kill a Mockingbird takes place over three years in a small town in Alabama in 
the 1930s and is mostly told from the point of view of a six-year-old named “Scout.” Her father 
is a white lawyer hired to defend a black man named Tom Robinson, who is falsely accused of 
attacking a white woman. This trial generates huge uproar in the town, and they lose the case, 
both men facing anger, hatred, and hypocrisy. At the same time, Scout and her brother, Jem are 
intrigued by local folktales surrounding the mysterious shut-in Boo Radley. The children 
eventually build a friendship with Boo, who rescues them from a dangerous situation. 
3. Compare and contrast the basic characteristics of plant cells and animal cells. 
Plant cells are very similar to animal cells except for two simple differences. First, plant cells can 
sometimes be larger than animal cells. Second, plant cells contain three structures that are not 
found in animal cells: chloroplasts, the cell wall, and vacuoles. 
4. Summarize the plot of Romeo and Juliet. 
Two young lovers, Romeo and Juliet, meet at a party and fall in love, but they belong to rival 
families locked in a years-long feud. They do their best to see one another and manage to get 
married in secret. As the feud intensifies, however, Romeo is forced to flee the city and Juliet is 
pushed to marry another man, who she does not love. To escape this, she hatches a plan with her 
confidant, Friar Lawrence to fake her own death and reunite with Romeo. Everything goes 
according to plan except that word of the plot never reaches Romeo and he only hears that his 
beloved is dead. He rushes back to her tomb and, consumed by grief, poisons himself and dies. 




5. Describe the Pomodoro Technique for studying. 
The Pomodoro Technique is a system for dividing study time into short and manageable 
intervals. Usually, the time is sectioned into work periods of 25 minutes followed by short 
breaks, often lasting 5 minutes. After four 25-minute periods of work, you can take a longer, 15-
30 minute break. The goal of the Pomodoro Technique is to reduce distraction and facilitate 
better flow of ideas while studying. 
6. From where does the term “Tar Heel” originate? 
No one is completely sure of how “Tar Heel” was first used, but one popular explanation is that 
it comes from the Civil War. North Carolina was an important manufacturer of tar, and the 
legend is that the Confederate soldiers from NC were so brave in battle and unwilling to retreat 
that it was almost as if their heels were stuck down with tar. 
7. What is the difference between a metaphor and a simile? 
A metaphor is used to compare two concepts or ideas by completely replacing one of them with 
the other. A simile establishes the comparison of ideas using a connecting term such as “like” or 
“as”. For example, a metaphor would be saying: “Trees are towers reaching up to the sky.” But a 
simile would use “like:” “Trees are like towers that reach up to the sky.” 
8. What features characterize development during the period of Enlightenment in Europe? 
Thinking during the Enlightenment in Europe is especially associated with the idea that 
everything in human knowledge and experience and even in the universe should be understood 
and recorded according to rationality and clarity of thought. It was a period of revolution in 
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science, and a great deal of work was focused on the betterment of humanity through rational 
inquiry. 
 
Bad Answers:  
1. What does “renewable energy” mean? Can you give examples? 
Solar power is good, because it doesn’t use resources that we don’t have enough of. There are 
also other kinds of power that are better than oil and gas. One of them is wind energy, which we 
generate with big turbines in places like Oklahoma. 
2. What is the general election process for the state of North Carolina? 
It used to be that you needed a government-issued ID to register to vote in North Carolina. 
However, now, you only need some proof of residency like a bill with your name and address on 
it. If you’re not registered, you won’t be able to exercise your fundamental right to vote as a U.S. 
citizen. Once you register, the state will send you a card that says it. 
3. Explain the basic life cycle of a plant. 
For seeds to grow, they need lots of light and water, though some need more than others. When 
the plants are in the ground, if they have enough water, they’ll sprout and start pushing up from 
underneath the dirt. They could be eaten by animals or other pests. Then, they produce some 
kind of fruit, create more seeds for more plants, and finally, their flowers bloom. 




The three branches of government are the Judicial branch, the Legislative branch, and the 
Executive branch. All of them work together to check and balance each other so that no one has 
the most power and control. All of them are responsible for keeping the population of the United 
States happy and safe and making sure the country runs smoothly. 
5. Highlight some major causes of the American Civil War.  
Some people say that the Civil War started because of states’ rights, and the southern states 
seceded from the others, because they wanted to escape from what they thought was too much 
national government. In my opinion, though, it couldn’t have been about states’ rights because 
Abraham Lincoln didn’t sign Declaration of Independence until 1776. 
 
6. What is the scientific and historical significance of the modern design of the periodic table of 
the elements?  
The periodic table we use today was invented in the 1800’s. It is a large table, arranged with 
numbers and letters in a certain pattern. It was the first way of organizing the table that allowed 
for predictions about elements that could be found in nature. Some elements can be found even 
beyond the ones that had been discovered at the time. It also predicts some things about those 
elements, something which previous versions couldn’t do. 
 
7. What causes tsunamis?  
The moons gravitational pull controls the tides. A tsunami is an underwater earthquake that shifts 
the earth and pushes a whole wall of water up. This creates some energy that is transferred to 
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water. Water starts to flow forward. Then, the recession of the water happens when all this 
energy is building in the wave. The wave comes into the land after the energy builds.  
 
8. What is the setting of The Great Gatsby?  
The Great Gatsby was set in the flapper era of the 1920’s. It all happened in New York, in places 
called “West Egg” and “East Egg”. It was a time of extravagance in New York. There were lots 
of mentions of big cars and big parties in the book. It was also in the middle of prohibition, 











(StdErr) t Value Pr > |t| 
Good=0 Southern Speaker=0 1.48 (0.13)   
Good=0 Southern Speaker=1 1.44 (0.13)   
Good=1 Southern Speaker=0 1.42 (0.13)   





(StdErr) t Value Pr > |t| 
Good=0 Margin 1.46 (0.11)   
Good=1 Margin 1.54 (0.11)   
Good=1 vs. Good=0 0.08 (0.10) 0.82 0.4140 
Southern Speaker=0 Margin 1.45 (0.11)   
Southern Speaker=1 Margin 1.57 (0.11)   
Southern Speaker=1 vs. Southern Speaker=0 0.09 (0.10) 0.98 0.3271 
Criteria=1 1.61 (0.13)   
Criteria=2 1.56 (0.13)   
Criteria=3 1.44 (0.13)   






DF F Value Pr > F 





Results of model for Criteria of Overall Impression of the Speaker: 
 
Estimate 
(StdErr) t Value Pr > |t| 
Good=0 Southern Speaker=0 3.03 (0.08)   
Good=0 Southern Speaker=1 3.03 (0.08)   
Good=1 Southern Speaker=0 3.01 (0.08)   
Good=1 Southern Speaker=1 3.06 (0.08)   
Good=0 Margin 3.03 (0.06)   
Good=1 Margin 3.04 (0.06)   





(StdErr) t Value Pr > |t| 
Southern Speaker=0 Margin 3.02 (0.06)   
Southern Speaker=1 Margin 3.05 (0.06)   
Southern Speaker=1 vs. Southern Speaker=0 0.02 (0.07) 0.30 0.7633 
 
Results of model for Criteria of How Likely the Student is to Succeed: 
 
Estimate 
(StdErr) t Value Pr > |t| 
Good=0 Southern Speaker=0 1.77 (0.07)   
Good=0 Southern Speaker=1 1.76 (0.07)   
Good=1 Southern Speaker=0 1.85 (0.07)   
Good=1 Southern Speaker=1 1.76 (0.07)   
Good=0 Margin 1.77 (0.06)   
Good=1 Margin 1.81 (0.06)   
Good=1 vs. Good=0 0.04 (0.05) 0.78 0.4332 
Southern Speaker=0 Margin 1.81 (0.06)   
Southern Speaker=1 Margin 1.77 (0.06)   
Southern Speaker=1 vs. Southern Speaker=0 -0.05 (0.07) -0.73 0.4659 
 
Results of model for Criteria of Comprehensibility, Flow of Logic, Professionalism, and 
Relevance for the Southern Listener (survey taker):  
 
Estimate 
(StdErr) t Value Pr > |t| 
Good=0 Southern Listener=0 1.45 (0.13)   
Good=0 Southern Listener=1 1.50 (0.23)   
Good=1 Southern Listener=0 1.67 (0.13)   
Good=1 Southern Listener=1 1.16 (0.23)   
Good=0 Margin 1.47 (0.13)   
Good=1 Margin 1.41 (0.13)   





(StdErr) t Value Pr > |t| 
Southern Listener=0 Margin 1.56 (0.12)   
Southern Listener=1 Margin 1.30 (0.13)   
Southern Listener=1 vs. Southern Listener=0 -0.23 (0.24) -0.94 0.3505 
Criteria=1 1.55 (0.15)   
Criteria=2 1.51 (0.15)   
Criteria=3 1.38 (0.15)   






DF F Value Pr > F 
All Criteria Equal 3 232 1.18 0.3173 
 
Results of model for Criteria of Overall Impression of the Speaker for the Southern Listener 
(survey taker):  
 
Estimate 
(StdErr) t Value Pr > |t| 
Good=0 Southern Listener=0 2.99 (0.11)   
Good=0 Southern Listener=1 3.17 (0.28)   
Good=1 Southern Listener=0 3.00 (0.11)   
Good=1 Southern Listener=1 3.24 (0.28)   
Good=0 Margin 3.08 (0.15)   
Good=1 Margin 3.12 (0.15)   
Good=1 vs. Good=0 0.04 (0.09) 0.43 0.6691 
Southern Listener=0 Margin 3.00 (0.11)   
Southern Listener=1 Margin 3.12 (0.15)   
Southern Listener=1 vs. Southern Listener=0 0.21 (0.29) 0.72 0.4715 
 
Results of model for Criteria of How Likely the Student is to Succeed for the Southern Listener 





(StdErr) t Value Pr > |t| 
Good=0 Southern Listener=0 1.76 (0.08)   
Good=0 Southern Listener=1 1.72 (0.21)   
Good=1 Southern Listener=0 1.82 (0.08)   
Good=1 Southern Listener=1 1.57 (0.21)   
Good=0 Margin 1.74 (0.11)   
Good=1 Margin 1.70 (0.11)   
Good=1 vs. Good=0 -0.04 (0.08) -0.59 0.5528 
Southern Listener=0 Margin 1.79 (0.08)   
Southern Listener=1 Margin 1.67 (0.11)   
Southern Listener=1 vs. Southern Listener=0 -0.14 (0.21) -0.66 0.5096 
 
Results of the Proportions Model for Ratings 1 vs. 2, 3, 4 for Criteria of Comprehensibility, Flow 
of Logic, Professionalism, and Relevance 
 
Estimate 
(StdErr) t Value Pr > |t| 
Good=0 Southern Speaker=0 0.64 (0.10)   
Good=0 Southern Speaker=1 0.70 (0.10)   
Good=1 Southern Speaker=0 0.70 (0.10)   
Good=1 Southern Speaker=1 0.56 (0.10)   
Good=0 Margin 0.67 (0.09)   
Good=1 Margin 0.63 (0.09)   
Good=1 vs. Good=0 -0.04 (0.06) -0.69 0.4938 
Southern Speaker=0 Margin 0.67 (0.09)   
Southern Speaker=1 Margin 0.60 (0.09)   
Southern Speaker=1 vs. Southern Speaker=0 -0.04 (0.06) -0.69 0.4938 
Criteria=1 0.61 (0.10)   
Criteria=2 0.63 (0.10)   
Criteria=3 0.64 (0.10)   




Results of the Proportions Model for Ratings 1 vs. 2, 3, 4 for the Criteria of Overall Impression 
 
Estimate 
(StdErr) t Value Pr > |t| 
Good=0 Southern Speaker=0 0.10 (0.02)   
Good=0 Southern Speaker=1 0.09 (0.02)   
Good=1 Southern Speaker=0 0.07 (0.02)   
Good=1 Southern Speaker=1 0.07 (0.02)   
Good=0 Margin 0.09 (0.01)   
Good=1 Margin 0.07 (0.01)   
Good=1 vs. Good=0 -0.02 (0.02) -1.24 0.2165 
Southern Speaker=0 Margin 0.09 (0.01)   
Southern Speaker=1 Margin 0.09 (0.01)   
Southern Speaker=1 vs. Southern Speaker=0 -0.01 (0.02) -0.60 0.5485 
 
Results of the Proportions Model for Ratings 1 vs. 2, 3, 4 for the Criteria of How Likely the 
student is to succeed: 
 
Estimate 
(StdErr) t Value Pr > |t| 
Good=0 Southern Speaker=0 0.43 (0.05)   
Good=0 Southern Speaker=1 0.44 (0.05)   
Good=1 Southern Speaker=0 0.38 (0.05)   
Good=1 Southern Speaker=1 0.42 (0.05)   
Good=0 Margin 0.44 (0.04)   
Good=1 Margin 0.40 (0.04)   
Good=1 vs. Good=0 -0.04 (0.03) -1.20 0.2287 
Southern Speaker=0 Margin 0.41 (0.04)   
Southern Speaker=1 Margin 0.43 (0.04)   
Southern Speaker=1 vs. Southern Speaker=0 0.03 (0.04) 0.59 0.5551 
 
Results of the Proportions Model for Ratings 1 and 2 vs. 3, 4 for Criteria of Comprehensibility, 





(StdErr) t Value Pr > |t| 
Good=0 Southern Speaker=0 0.89 (0.04)   
Good=0 Southern Speaker=1 0.88 (0.04)   
Good=1 Southern Speaker=0 0.91 (0.04)   
Good=1 Southern Speaker=1 0.83 (0.04)   
Good=0 Margin 0.88 (0.03)   
Good=1 Margin 0.87 (0.03)   
Good=1 vs. Good=0 -0.02 (0.04) -0.38 0.7053 
Southern Speaker=0 Margin 0.90 (0.03)   
Southern Speaker=1 Margin 0.86 (0.03)   
Southern Speaker=1 vs. Southern Speaker=0 -0.05 (0.04) -1.14 0.2572 
Criteria=1 0.81 (0.04)   
Criteria=2 0.86 (0.04)   
Criteria=3 0.92 (0.04)   
Criteria=4 0.91 (0.04)   
 
 
Results of the Proportions Model for Ratings 1 and 2 vs. 3, 4 for Criteria of Overall Impression 
 
Estimate 
(StdErr) t Value Pr > |t| 
Good=0 Southern Speaker=0 0.25 (0.03)   
Good=0 Southern Speaker=1 0.29 (0.03)   
Good=1 Southern Speaker=0 0.28 (0.03)   
Good=1 Southern Speaker=1 0.27 (0.03)   
Good=0 Margin 0.27 (0.02)   
Good=1 Margin 0.28 (0.02)   
Good=1 vs. Good=0 0.01 (0.03) 0.29 0.7743 
Southern Speaker=0 Margin 0.26 (0.02)   
Southern Speaker=1 Margin 0.26 (0.02)   




Results of the Proportions Model for Ratings 1 and 2 vs. 3, 4 for Criteria of How likely the 
student is to succeed: 
 
Estimate 
(StdErr) t Value Pr > |t| 
Good=0 Southern Speaker=0 0.84 (0.03)   
Good=0 Southern Speaker=1 0.83 (0.03)   
Good=1 Southern Speaker=0 0.79 (0.03)   
Good=1 Southern Speaker=1 0.84 (0.03)   
Good=0 Margin 0.83 (0.02)   
Good=1 Margin 0.81 (0.02)   
Good=1 vs. Good=0 -0.02 (0.02) -0.76 0.4491 
Southern Speaker=0 Margin 0.81 (0.03)   
Southern Speaker=1 Margin 0.84 (0.02)   
Southern Speaker=1 vs. Southern Speaker=0 0.02 (0.03) 0.59 0.5535 
 
Results of the Proportions Model for Ratings 1, 2, 3 vs. 4 and 5 for Criteria of 
Comprehensibility, Flow of Logic, Professionalism, and Relevance: 
 
Estimate 
(StdErr) t Value Pr > |t| 
Good=0 Southern Speaker=0 0.98 (0.02)   
Good=0 Southern Speaker=1 0.98 (0.02)   
Good=1 Southern Speaker=0 0.97 (0.02)   
Good=1 Southern Speaker=1 0.95 (0.02)   
Good=0 Margin 0.98 (0.02)   
Good=1 Margin 0.96 (0.02)   
Good=1 vs. Good=0 -0.02 (0.02) -1.15 0.2495 
Southern Speaker=0 Margin 0.98 (0.02)   
Southern Speaker=1 Margin 0.97 (0.02)   
Southern Speaker=1 vs. Southern Speaker=0 -0.01 (0.02) -0.33 0.7392 
Criteria=1 0.97 (0.02)   





(StdErr) t Value Pr > |t| 
Criteria=3 1.00 (0.02)   
Criteria=4 0.97 (0.02)   
 
Results of the Proportions Model for Ratings 1, 2, 3 vs. 4 for Criteria of Overall Impression: 
 
Estimate 
(StdErr) t Value Pr > |t| 
Good=0 Southern Speaker=0 0.61 (0.04)   
Good=0 Southern Speaker=1 0.60 (0.04)   
Good=1 Southern Speaker=0 0.63 (0.04)   
Good=1 Southern Speaker=1 0.59 (0.04)   
Good=0 Margin 0.61 (0.03)   
Good=1 Margin 0.61 (0.03)   
Good=1 vs. Good=0 0.01 (0.03) 0.27 0.7844 
Southern Speaker=0 Margin 0.62 (0.04)   
Southern Speaker=1 Margin 0.60 (0.03)   
Southern Speaker=1 vs. Southern Speaker=0 -0.03 (0.04) -0.72 0.4713 
 
Results of the Proportions Model for Ratings 1, 2, 3 vs. 4 for Criteria of How likely the student is 
to succeed:  
 
Estimate 
(StdErr) t Value Pr > |t| 
Good=0 Southern Speaker=0 0.96 (0.01)   
Good=0 Southern Speaker=1 0.97 (0.01)   
Good=1 Southern Speaker=0 0.97 (0.01)   
Good=1 Southern Speaker=1 0.98 (0.01)   
Good=0 Margin 0.96 (0.01)   
Good=1 Margin 0.98 (0.01)   
Good=1 vs. Good=0 0.01 (0.01) 1.33 0.1826 





(StdErr) t Value Pr > |t| 
Southern Speaker=1 Margin 0.97 (0.01)   
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